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Dr.l'RODUCTIClf' 
This thesis ia the resu1t of an 1nveat1gat.ion undertak-
en. t..o study some of the impor-t.ant.. fac.t..ors ~ecting the de-
poait.i.on of mete11ic diffusi.on coataings on other me..tal.a im--
mersed in a fused aa1t. ba.1.b.. 
:Ct. :ts well kn.awn that met.a1s ditter from each other with 
respect to their corrosion resiatance in various. corros1.ve 
media. Since m.eUll. corrosion t&kes a severe tol1. of the com.-
men construcUonmetaJ.a, especially ferrous meta:La, present 
day eng:fneers are constant1y confronted with the prob1em of 
prot.ec.ting iron, ateei., and other base meta1s wi.th suitabl.e 
resist.ant coatings~ coverings. 
Some of the present day modes of protecting ir.eta1s from 
o~d.:lnary corrosion are: (a) t.o appl.y unit'ona mete111c coat--
in.gs of leea or more nob1e met.al.a1 (b) to apply uniform non-
meta1li.c coatings., or (c.) to produce. coa.tinas of corrosion 
resistant a11oys. \fith respect to the first met11od, it is 
. 
known th6.ta aom& of the me-tel.a ,mich possess. eacce11ent corros-
ion resistance are very diff1cu1t.ly" coated on.other ~etals b7 
the. uaue.1 methods o:r spraying, dipping, or e1ectrodeposit1.oh. 
The 1ast method. describes best the resu1ta obtained when. coa~ 
ings are app1ied by diffusion. :rn tl'tis case the. coating met,a1 
is caucaed to c..cme in contact with the base meta:L and interdif-
~usion occurs to cause the. forl?'.at.ion of an a11oy which varies 
in composi.tion with depth. 
The feet. that diffusion coatings can be ma4e o~ metal.a 
not easily e1ectroplate.d 1e:nds importance t.o the me.t.hod. 
There are many methods. which have been devised 1.o ob-
tain diffusion coatinc;s on various metal.a. Che which is 
quite we11 kn.own ~.nd.. used oommercia11y is the process o~ 
~chromizing .. which produces a diffusion 1ayer of chromium. 
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on another me'tal:. One method of •cbromiz.ing" consiats o-f 
immersing the-specimen to be coated in a mixed ch.1oride fus-
ed bath containing chromium. metal.. fiak.es. Another· method 
consists o£ packing a 1ow carbon stee1 in. intimate cont.act. 
with powdered cnromium. in. uie presence of. nyarogen ~ciS ana 
nee.ting to t.empera"tures bet.ween. 1200° e.nd 1400° e. stil.1 ano't.D.-
ez· me"t.noci, w.nic.ti v,e.s a.eve.:Lopea.. in. ~·, consia"t.s of pass-
ing gaseous cm•omium cnl.o:i·id.e over stee.L to be, ~om1Z.ea a-c.. 
tel!li)eratures oe-r.v,een ~uc,O a1a ~(Je0° C. Typical hig.n. "t.emper-
ataure appric.at,1ons of. cnromi~ea. stee.l incl..ua.es hea"t1ng ~ 
cooking ap~J.iancea, nea-r. "t.reaunen"t. equipmeni., f1Xt.uz·ea ana. 
jig1::&, e1.c.. 
A somewna.-.. s:iw1l.cu.~ pi·occ::~i:; .uas O-.:t:Jl d.evel.oped.. a"t Mis-
sow .. i School. o~ Mines ~or producing dil:£uaion coatings of 
ti:tanium on ineut:Ls. This. process consisT.s or using e~"tner 
a p1ate or mets11ic titanitmL fixed adjacent to the mets1 to 
be coated and immersing the assemb1age in an allcs.1i salt.. mix-
ture which has beenfuaed, or packing the nieta1 article in 
titanium powder and the sa1t mixture end then :t·using the sa1t.. 
The mechanism of deposition is not exactly !al.own; howevr:r, 
it is presently t.he:Ue,ht that the deposit.ion occurs from a 
3 . . 
(1) 
npyrosol''' or metal f 'og. 
(1) i\le.x~mde.r, J·. C:o11oid Chemi.stry Theoreti.cal a.ncl App_1ied. 
Vol. 1. Chemical Catalog Gompany, N.X~, 1926. :pp. 681.-
706. · 
Si.nee "c~..romizing" !1,B.S been proved to · b·a .gene.ral.l.y quit.e 
applic·~bl.e_ to c.ommercia1 process.es :.?iild the· :formation o-£. dif'-
fuston coati_ngs of t.it.ani~ appears to be.· also. cqmmercially 
app1icable, espe~ial.ly \vhere corro·sion r·es~s·tant.· coatings.-are. 
des.ired, ·it was tho~;ht that an· inyes.tigation of ·aiff'usion 
. . . 
. . . 
c ca.tings of otr1.er· metals, . such as. manga.µ.ese, ~anium,·· and zir-
c·oni um would. p;rove. to be ·qµite prof..itab1.e.~ Z'i.rcpnium····dif':Cusion 
coatings ere of specia1 interes·t since -it _is a ·highly corros-
ion resis.tant met?-1 whi.ch ·seen1ingl.y is impo·ssibl.e .to d~po.sit by · 
·elec.tro1ytic me.thcds :from aqueous so·lut:Lons. 
A proce·ss siinilar to· the . on~ us.ed :for titanium· was , used · 
to 9-e.posit m8.nganes.e, · uranium, and.zirconium diffusion · coat-
ings. Chromium was also inc1ud.ed to serve as a ·comparison 
v,ith the other dif'f.usion coatings, since · thes.e coating~. have 
~de~gcne .extensive inve.stigation end many data are .i~ th€. lit.-
. . 
€ratu:re. A metal. plate w.a.s. used a.s tp.e' scurce . of thE! c eating . 
metal, thus:. minimiz.ing the oxidation problem associated ' w11:.h 
the.use o:f metal powders. 
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Review of Previous Literature 
A. Metallic Coatings from Fuaed Salt Baths 
A series of 1nvest1g tions concernin~ the deposition of 
metallic c~atings from fused salt batts were conducted by H. 
(2) 
R. Hogue. · 
(2) Hogue~ H. R., Protect ive ~etal Coatings from Molten 
Salts, Meeal Progress, Vol. 52, pp. 819-823, Nov. 194?. 
The purpose of these 1nv~st1gations was to develop at in yet 
highly corrosion resistant coating for small, intricately shap-
ed metal articles. It was round during World ·var II that the 
usual method of protecting metals from corrosion, such as 
electroplating, metal spraying, and ~ainting, were often in-
applicable where fine dimensional tolerances must be kept. 
As a result of these investi~tions by Hopue it was found 
that if a metal sample such as iron is dipped in a fused salt 
bath such as s tannous chloride (sometimes with extra metallic 
tin dissolved in it) the surrace metal of the sample will be 
. . 
replaced by the metal or the salt~ provided t~e metal of the 
salt is in the correct position in the elect~omotive series, 
or that the cation has more afrinity for the metal of·the 
sample than it has for the anion. The thickness of coatings 
thus obtained averaged oetween 0.0001 in. and 0.0005 in. 
Hogue round that the principal factors affecting the 
t~ickness of coating obtained were: (a) Time in $alt bath, 
5 
(b) temperature of the bath, (c) initial temperature of the 
specimen, and (d) composition of the bath. It was found 
that, in general, no precleaning ot the surrace to be coated 
is necessary where molten sa1t baths are used for p1at1ng, a1-
though, the "cementation" process rate is somewhat decreased. 
(3) 
Campbel1, Barth, Hoeckelman, and Gonser have conduct-
ed a series of investigations dealing with salt bath chromiz-
ing. They have applied smooth, non-porous, deformab1e, nitric 
(3) Campbe11, I.E., Barth, V. D., Hoeckelman, R. F. andGon-
ser, B. w. Salt Bath Chromizing. Trans. of the E1ectrochem. 
Soc. Vol. 96, No. 4, 1949, PP• 262-263. 
acid resistant coatings on a variety ot terrous materia1s. 
They chromized by immersing the ferrous specimens in fused 
' 
salt baths at temperatures trom goo to 1200° c. The salt 
bath compositions investigated varied from 5·to 30 weight per-
cent chromous chloride with varying amounts ot barium chloride, 
sodium chloride, and chromium meta1 !lakes. An argon atmos-
phere was provided to protect the bath against air attack. 
These investigators round that, in general, the presence 
ot air above the bath was deleterious to the coating process. 
They also found that it was not possibie to chromize success-
tully in the absence or metallic chromium. They c1aim that 
sa1t bath chn>mizing, like allot the pack processes except 
those depending so1e1y on the di~rusion or metallic chromium, 
is a disp1acement process; wherein the chromous chloride 
6 
reacts with the iron to form a chromium-iron alloy and ferrous 
chloride. Consequently, chromium metal is added to react with 
the f'erro.us chloride to f'orm more chromous chloride with the 
reduction or th~ ferrous chlorid~. 
The two pro_cesses upon which they claim the rate of case 
formation to be dependent are: (a) the replacement reaction 
and (b) the interdirfusion of chromimn and iron; the latter 
being the limiting process since the replacement reaction is 
assumed to be instantaneous. 
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B. Metal1ic Coatings not from Fused Salt Baths 
1. Chromium Cementation 
There have been many methods devised for the pur-
(4) 
pose of chromizing steels and a11oys o:f steels. Kelly 
developed a method which consisted of packing a low oar-
(4) Ke11ey, F. c. u.s. Patent 1365494. Jan. 11, 1921. 
bon steel in intimate contact with powdered chromium in 
the presence or hydrogen gas and heating to tanperatures 
between 1200 and 14000 c. A more practical method has 
since been developed in Germany by Daeves, Becker, Dus~ 
(5-10) . 
seldorr, and Steinberg ., and in Russia by Izgaryshev 
(11) 
and Sarkisov • This process consists o~ passing gaseous 
(5) Daeves, Becker, Dusseldorf, and Steinberg. u.s. 
Patent 2219004. October 22, 1940• 
(6) Daeves, Becker, Dusseldort, and Steinberg. u.s. 
Patent 2255482. Sept. 9, 1941. 
(7) Becker, Dusseldorf, and Steinberg. U.S. Patent 225 
7658. 1941. 
(8) Daeves, Becker, and Steinberg. French Patent 840975. 
(9) Becker and Steinberg. British Patent 492f>21. 
(10) Hertel and Becker. British Patent 440641. 
(11) Izgaryshev, I. and Sarkinsov, E. Comp. rend • .Acad. 
u.s.s.R. voi. is, 1938. pp. 437-440. 
chromium chloride over the steel to be chromized.at tem-
o peratures of 900 ~o 1000 C. or packing them in a por.ous 
ceramic carrier material that previously had been charged 
with chromium chloride to give a more unirorm and adherent 
layer. Chromized layers up to 0.0004 in thick were ob-
tained by this chromium chloride method. Lauenstein and 
(12) 
Ulmer packed iron castings in ferrochromium and common 
(12) Lauenstein, c. and Ulmer, P. Process of Treating 
Metal U.S. Patent 20466380. July 7, 1936. 
salt, and heated for approximately three hours at temper-
a~ures or 900 to 1000° c. 
Many investigators have discovered the diff'iculty in-
volved in chromizins high carbop content steels. Daeves (13) 
(13) Daeves, U.S. Patent 2255482. Sept. 9, 1941. 
experienced difficulty in chromizing steel~ containing 
(14-15) 
more than 0.10 percent carbon. Kelley :found that 
high carbon steels are dirficult to .cl}.romize unless their 
surfaces ore previously decarburized by heating in hydrogen. 
(16) · 
--. ·Krame%i and H~fner' · ~chroniized steel'by th~ chromium 
chloride method. They discovered that in order to 
(14) Kelley, F. c. American Electrochemical Society. Trans. 
Vol. 43, 1923, p. 5bl. 
9 
(15) Kelley, F. c. u.s. ~atent 1365499. 
(16) Yra.mer, I. R. 8Ild Ha:rner, R. H • .A.I.M.E. Trans. Vol. 
1~4, Iron and Steel Division, 1943, pp. 415-422. 
chromize steels successfu1ly the carbon must be combined 
with strong carbide forming ele~ents which decrease the 
ditrusion rate of carbon. If tnis carbon combination is 
not acco~plished, the carbon will diffuse from the in-
terior ot the steel faster than the chromium can diffuse 
inward, thus rorming a carbide layer which is almost im-
(17) 
passable to more chro~ium atoms. Laissus also disooT-
ered the deleterious e~~ect or carbon in chrolliizing high 
carbon content steels with terrochromium. 
(17) I Laissus, J. Sur La Diffusion Intersolide Des Ero-
duits. Metallurgiques. Chimie et Industrie. E~rench. 
Vol. 2g, No. 3, 1g33, pp. 515-526. 
2. Manganese Cement9.tion 
Some investigations have been conducted ~or the pur~ 
pose ot determining the possibilities of cementing manganese 
(18) 
on various metal a. Kase investigated the difrusion o~ 
pu1verized commercial manganese into iron, nickel, and 
(18) Kase, Tsutomu. i'etallic Cementetion by Means o-r 
•anganese Powder. Kinzoku on Kenkyu. Vol. 12. 
Oct. 1g35, pp 478-483. 
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copper at temperatures between 600~ and 1000° c. ~or times 
between one and ~ive hours using a pack method. He found 
that, in general, mangane~e diffusion increases appreciably 
' 
with temperature above 600° o., while in the particular case 
of iron, man,,.ane.se _diffusion increases very rapidly above the 
A3 temperature. Tl~e ~emented coatings which were obtained 
vere readily attack~d by concentrated acids. 
(19) 
Lauenstein and Ulmer pacv-ed iron castings in pul-
verized manganes·e metal and sodium chloride and then heated 
(l9);Lauenste1n, c. and Ulmer, P. u.s. Patent 2~ 102, 539. 
Dec. 14, 1937. 
the constituents at a temperature of 950 to 1000° c. for 
-
three hours. They obtained a high manganese-iron alloy coa~-
ing on the castings. 
(20) 
Laissus obtained manganese diffusion coatings by 
packing steel specimens in ferro-manganese and .heating to 
temperatures between 900° and 10600 c. 
(20) Laissus, J. op. cit., pp 515-526. 
3. Zirconium Cementation 
. 
. . 
Some research has been conducted to determine the pos-
. 
sibilities of cementing zirconium on various metals. Sch-
(21) 
lechton. Kroll. and Carmod.v- oassed zirconium chloride gas 
11 
(21} Schlechten, A. w., Kroll, W. J. and Carmody, ~. R. 
High Te~perature Experi ents with Zirconium and Zir-
conium Compounds. Bureau o:f :Mines Report of Inves-
ti ations 4915. U.S. Department 0£ Interior. Nov. 
1952, pp 16-17. 
over iron, copper, and nicke~ sheet at a temperature of 
1000° C. Iron and nic~el reacted,with t~e zirconium ch lo-
ride, but copper was not affected. The cemented layers were 
not very uniform and were readily attacked by dilute nit-
ric acid. It was also fowid by these investiGators that zir-
conium bromide gas reacted with iron more rapid~y than the 
chloride. 
(22) 
Laissus · obtained zirconium diffusio coatings by 
packing steel specimens in ferro-zirconium and heating to 
a temperature of approxi~ately 900° c. 
(22) Laissus, J. op. c14., pp. 515-526. 
4. Uranium Cementation 
(23) 
Laissus obtained uranium di£rusion coatings by pack-
ing steel specimens in ferr o-uranium and heating to . temper-
ature betv'een 800° and 1100° c. 
(23) Lai s s us, J. ibid., PP• . 515-526. 
Experimgntal Work 
A. Apparatus~ Equipment 
l. Thermal Apparatus 
12 
~he furnace used forthe experiments vre.s a He::,es "Globar" 
Electric Furnace; Type A-3, 10 K'N, 104 v., 9.0 ~mp., Single 
Pha~e. ~·he· furnace temperature v,as con-trolled by a Bristol 
Pyrometer Controller, Model 478. The crucibles used were 
Glazed porcelain crucibles, s1ze #2 (Coors). 
-2. Specimen 1,ounting Apparatus 
The specimens were mounted in lucite plastic using a 
:press. 
3. Specimen Grinding and Polishing Apparatus 
The specimens were initially ground on belt grinders 
and then were polished on "Microcloth" covered lapping vrheels. 
4. Metallogrnphic Apparatus 
The metallographic inspections were made on a Bausch 
and Lomb ~etallograph which is illustrated in Figure l. 
B. Materials and Reagents 
The lapp1.ng compound knoYTn as 11Dymo" dian:.ond compound, was 
'obtained :rrom the Elgin Watch Co., Elgin., Illinois~ the grades 
were a, 3~ and ~· 
The metals which were used are as follows: 
l/32 in. dia. low carbon steel wire 
1/32 in. diam. copper wlre (electrolytic) 
13 
Figure:: l: 
Bausch and Lomb Metallograph 
5/8 in. diam. 0.18% plain carbon steel rod 
5/8 in. diam. ingot iron rod (commercially pure) 
1/16 in. X 3/4 in. diam. copper slugs 
1/8 in. zirconium sheet (Kroll process) 
1/4 in. diam. uranium rod 
1/16 in. manganese sheet (electrolytic) 
1/16 in. chro~ium sheet (electrolytic) 
The salt used was chemically pure sodium chloride. 
14 
16 
c. Experimental Procedure 
l. Placement 0£ Sueci~en Before Fusion of Salt Bath 
:" 
a. An iron specirnen to be coated was made by cutting 
a 3/16 in. slug from 5/8 in. dia. rod stock (ingot 
iron and 0.18 percent plain carbon steel); a copper 
penny was used as the copper specimen. 
b. A plate approximately one inch square to supply the 
coating metal was cut from e~ther the Mn. Cr, or 
Zr plate; a slug approximately 1/4 in. thick was 
cut from 3/8 in. diam. uranium rod stock. 
c. The above pieces were wired together, with 1/32 
in. diem. ~pacer wires separnting them ~s shown in 
Pip.ure 2. 
d. A porcelain c~ucible wns partially filled with sod-
ium chloride; the above speclroen was placed within 
the crucible with the plane of the coating metal 
plate and base metal slug parallel with the bottom 
or the crucible, and with the iron base metal slug 
(or copper penny) on the bottom; the cruciule was 
then completely rilled with salt~ level g1th the top 
of the crucible. 
e. The above filled crucible was then placed witbi.n 
the furnace ~Jlioh was at temperature (950° c. for 
iron base metal slug, 850° C for couper base metal 
perL'¥J.J'); the time in the furnace (6 hours) was meas-
16 
ured fro~ the tiW-e of complete fusion of the salt 
~ath. 
r. The crucible was removed rrom'the furnace at the 
end of the heating period and the molten salt 
poured orr; subsequently~ the crucible with the 
contained specimen was allowed to air cool. 
2. Place~ent or 0 pecimen After Fusion of Salt Bath 
Everything was similar to procedure 1 except that 
ins~ead of positioning the wired assemblage in the 
salt bath before the salt was fused, the assemblage was 
po~itioned in the salt bath after the salt was fused. 
' 
A piece of iron wire was attached to the assecblage (on 
the back side of the ~oating metal plate) so it could 
be easily positioned in the fused salt filled crucibles 
while they were in the furnace. 
D. Specimen Examination Procedure 
l. The base metal slug was washed in hot water to remove 
the adhering solidified salt. 
2. The slug was mounted in lucite with a piace of steel 
conduit tubing (pressed into an ellipt~cal shape) surround-
inb the slug the purpose of which was to act as a bearing 
surrace during polishing and grinding as shown in Figure 2. 
3. The mounted slug was then sectioned diametrically with 
a hack saw as shown in Figure 4. This method of cutting was 
utilized so there would be a minimum impairment of -the coat-
ing. 
4. The sectionedslug was then initially ground on a belt 
17' 
grinder., then it was rrround on emery papers O, . 1-0, 2-0, 
3-0, 4-0, respectively. The method of grinding and polish-
ing with nini~um ed~e rounding is shown in Figure 3. 
5. The ground sectioned slug was then polished on lapping 
wheels with ~, ~, and 1jA diaMond compound; the ~ com-
pound was not used in all cases since some edge rounding 
was obtained with this abrasive. 
6. The slug was then etched with an appropriate',:etcbant 
(5% Nital for iron; 30% NH40H, 70% or a 3% H202 solution 
for copper). 
7. The slug was then examined with the metallograph. 
Figure 2 
Salt Bath Specimen and 
Specimen MotU1.ting .Arrangemen~ 
18. 
/ 
coating 
Figure,Ht~ed~ion~or Movement of Specimen 
1'\lring Grinding and Po11sbing 
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~er Line or 
. Saw Blade and Movement 
Coating 
P1g11re4 Direction or Saw Movemont During 
sectioning or sample 
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D. Data 
1. Chromium Diffusion Coatings 
The ditrusion coatings obtni~ed on both ingot iron 
and s~eel by both procedures were rather uniform in thick-
ness, as can be seen from Figures 5, ~, 8, 13 and 14. The 
coating obtaine~ by procedure 2 (Figures 13 and 14) was a 
ver7 good uniform coating which yielded a ~ood luster when 
buffed with a tine wire brush. 
2. Manganese Diffusion Coatings 
The diffusion coatinGS obtained on both ingot iron 
and steel by procedure l were fairly uniform. The coating 
obtained on ingot iron by pro4edure 2 was quite thick; how-
ever, small cracks perpendicular to the surface were observ-
ed. as can be seen from Figures 15 and 16. 
Uranium Dif~usion Coatings 
The d1f£usion coatings obtained on both ingot iron and 
steel by procedure l (Fi~es 6, 9, and 10). were fairly uni-
form; however, the ingot iron slug was sl16htly deformed a-
round the periphery manifesting possible liquid formation. 
The coating obta~ned on ingot iron by procedure 2 was very 
uneven and the iron slug was badly deformed. 
4. Zirconium Diffusion Coatings 
The diffusion coating obtained on steel by procedure 
l was not uniform and, in general, very poor, The coating 
obtained on ~ngot iron by procedure l was rairly uniform as 
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can be seen from Figures 11 and 12. The diffusion coating 
obtained on ingot iron by procedure 2 (Fi~es 17 and 18) was 
uniform'and, in general, good. 
The coatins obtained on copper by procedure 2 was very 
uniform as can be ~een from Figure 19; furthermore, half of 
the slug which was not used.for metallographic examination 
was'bent into a U-shape without rupturing the coating. There 
was no coating of zirconium obtained on the copper slug by 
procedure l; furthermore, the copper slug was very badly cor-
roded. 
A hard crust (approximately 1/32" thick) apparently com-
posed of solidified salt with dispersed metallic particles 
en~eloped the iron slugs in the experiments dealing with 
cbl'omium, manganese, and zirconium coatina.s on ingot iron by 
procedure 2. 
The results of the above described diffusion coatings 
are summarized in Table l. 
Figure 5 
Chromium D1f:fusion c·oat1ng on St.eel 
. . l!roc.~ I.. 
5% Nital Etch 
Magnification: 500X 
F1gure 6 
Uraniwm U11'fus1on Coating on Steel 
Procedure 1 
5% lf1. tal Etch 
Magn1r1cat1on: 500X 
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Figure 7 
ChromiUlli Diffusion Coating on Iron 
Procedure l 
5% Nital Etch 
Magnification: ·500X 
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Figure 8 
Cru: ... omium Dii'fusion Coating on Iron 
Procedure l 
5>i Ni tal Etch 
Magnification: 100 X 
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Figure 9 
uranium Dirfusion Coating on Iron 
Proce&lre 1 
5~ Nital Etch 
lllle.'tlit1cat1oa: 500 X 
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Figure 10 
uranium DlfrU81on Coating on Iron 
Procedure l 
~ N1tal Btoh 
Jfagni:t1ea1iien: 100 X 
Figure ll 
Zirconium ~1rrueion Coating on Iron 
Procedure l 
5% 11ital Etch 
Magnification: 500 X 
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Figure 12 
Zirconium Diffusion Coating on Iron 
Procedure l 
5% Nital Etch 
itiagnification·: 100 X 
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l I 
Figure 13 
Chromium Difrus1on Coating on Iron 
Procedure 2 
5% ~ital Etch 
Kagn1t1cat1on: bOO X 
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Figure 14 
Chromium Difrusion Coating on Iron 
Procedure 2 
5" Mital Etch 
Magnification: 100 X 
Figure 15 
Manganese Dirrusion Coating on Iron 
Procedure 2 
5% ~ital Etch 
Magnification: 500 X 
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Figure 16 
Manganese Dirfusion Coating on Iron 
Procedure 2 
5% Nital Etch 
Magnification: 100 X 
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Figure 1_'7 
Zirconium Diffusion Coating on Iron 
Procedure 2 
5% Nital Etch 
Magnification: 500 X 
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Figure 18 
Zirconium Diffusion Ooa ting on Iron 
Procedure 2 
5% Nital Etch 
Magnification 100 X 
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Figure 19 
Zirconium Dir.fusion Coating on Copper 
Procedure 2 
30% :rn40H~ 7o% or 3~ H2o2 so•ution Etch 
Magnification: 500 X 
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DISCUSSION 
A. Theory 
1. General 
The·deposition of metallic coatings from fused salt baths 
probably involves two processes: (a) a replacement process, 
wherein the coating metal ions are reduced and replace the 
base metal atoms which are oxidized and (b) a deposition of 
"pyrosol" part~cles on the base metal from the fused salt 
~ 
bath. The first process would involve the dissolution of 
the coating metal as a metal c~loride;' and when this coating 
metal chloride corcentration becomes appreciable in the area 
~mmediately a~jacent to the base metal surf.ace, the coating 
metal chloride will react with the surface metal forming a . 
coating metal-base~oetal alloy and a chloride of the base 
metal. This latter reaction will be a function of the activity 
of the metals and meta~ chlorides.involved. The second pro-
cess would involve the dispersion of the coating metal as 
colloidal particles (pyrosol) and the _subsequent migration 
or movement to the base meta1 surface where they deposit •. 
The deposition probably being a function-of the collision 
p'ro'babili ty and the electrokinetic properties of_ the pyrosol 
formed. 
Th~ thickness of the diffusion layer thus obtained by 
the deposition of the coating metal will be dependent upon 
two processes: (a) the rate of diffusion or the coating 
metal atoms into the base metal lattice, and (b) the rate 
' 
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of depos.1t.i.on af the coati.ng metal :trom the salt bath 1mmed-
1a tely adjacent to the surface of the diffusion layer. 
In·b1nary:systems6 ~when diffusion. occurs at a substan-
tially co~stant temperature and pressure, the layers formed 
correspond~ in kind.and in order of their occurrence, to the 
. 
. 
single'phase regions in the phase diagram at the temperature 
and pressure of diffusion; no two phase layers appear. :en 
\ , 
general~ t~e layers formed by the isothermal and isobaric 
di~fusion of metals across an interface correspond in kind 
and in order of their occurrence to all regions in the phase 
diagram lying betwee~ the concentrations of the orig:lnal 
t 
bodies and.having three or more degrees ot freedom aocbr.~ins. 
. . 
to the phase rule (two or more degrees of freedom in the con-
ventional temperature - concentration section where pressure 
(24) 
is disregarded) • 
(24) Rhines, x. F. Surface Treatment of Metals. A. s. M. 
1941. Edward Brothers Inc. PP• 123 - 124. 
J 
2. Chromium Diffusion Ooat;Lnga 
The interpretation of a dif:fusion coating formed by the 
diffus.1on of chromium into an iron surface at 950 c. can be 
approximated from the iron-chromi~m equilibrium phase diagram 
(25) 
(Figilre 20). As the chromium de~osits on the s ,race of the 
(26) Metals Handbook. American adc~ety tor Metals. 1948 
Bd •• p. 1194. 
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iron the chromium will diffuse into the 7 iron and form a 7 
phase. The diffusion, layer thus formed will consist of' the 
'¥ phase until the composition of the original interrace 
reaches approximately 12 atomic percent, chromium. ThenOC phase 
will commence to :rorw with a concentration jump between the 
?I a.nd C( phases. (12 to 13 atomic percent chromium). ks 
Durther deposition and diffusion occur the thickness and 
chromium content or the Cl phase layer will increase. 
The diffusion layer at t ~'lis stap-e of.' the d1f.'fu~1on pro-
• 
cess will probably consist ot: a la,rer of' chromium rich 'i'-iron 
or ?f phase, and a layer of c( phase. If the speci'Uen is 
cooled to room temperature, tne dirtusion layer will pro-
bably consist of a layer o:r o< phase on 0( -iron, a rebion 
or c(+ (T on c( , a thin layer or (T , a regl on 0£ q+ (T on, a' 
and a layer or 0( phase on the ~+<r region. 
3. Manganese Diffusion Coatings 
The interpretation o:r a diffusion coating formed by the 
difrusion or manganese into a~ iron surrace at 950 c. can 
be approximated from the iron-nanganese equilibrium phase 
(26) 
diagram (Figure 21) • \Vhen the mangane.se diffuses into tbe 
(26) __ Metals Handbook. op. cit., p. 1210 
iron at a - temperature of 950 c., the manganese will go into 
solid soluti on with the ?-tron to f"opm the "I phase. As 
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the nfang~nese continues to.deposit on the surface of the iron, 
the manga1ese cbntent or the oricinal lnterrace will continue 
to increase~ but the total dif.fusior layer will remain as the '1' 
phase until the composition of the outer layer reaches ap-
' ,. 
proxim.ete.ly 6S atomic percent manganese. Then the ~ pha se 
will commence to form i n the outer layer with a concentration 
jump betvreen the ? and 't, phases (59 to '76 atomic percent 
manvanese). As more diffusion of Manganese occure the thick-
ness and rr.argane~e content of this ~ phase layer Viill in-
· crease. 
The dirfusion layer at this stage of the diffusion pro-
ces will probably consist ' of a layer of J- phase~ and a laf-
er of~ phase. Ir the specimen is cooled to room. temper-
~turo, the total d1£rusion layer will probably consi 0 t of a 
regiOll o.fCC+?on tt ... e o( phase., a layer of ')' phase on the 0£.+; 
region, a layer o:r 1'+7lon the 'ir phase, and a layer of 11 
on the' regi on.;r+yt • 
4 ·. Uranium Diffusion Coatings 
The interpretation of a diffusion coating formed by 
~the dirfusion of uranium into an iron surface at 950° c. can 
be approximated from the iron - uranium equilibrium phase 
(27) 
diagram (Figure 22)°. As the uranium dcposi ts on the su- -
face the iron will commence to di~fuse into it. The uranium will 
(~'7) Gordon, P. and Kuu!'mann, U anium - Aluminum and Uranium 
Iron. Transactions A. I. M. E.' Vol. 188, 1950. p. 189 
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not diffuse into the \., :1·no.n ,,-.. to any a ppreciable extent in-
itially since there is no si.nF;lc phase solid solution f'ormed. 
l 
. 
When the composition of the irqn in the uranium reaches acer-
• 
tain value (approximately 1~ at.omio percent) ·a liquid pha se 
\~:ill com~ence.,:.to forrtliJ )',into 1\voich the~ iron vlill di:r:fuRe more 
,, • ,. t«- , , :~ " 
rapidly than ~~ did i ~ji:;9 ~ho ~v • -:~his liquid vlill then 
.. 
proJaply spread over the surface o~ the specimen, dissolv-
i'.ng. the 1
11 
ar.i.d d~posi t 'ed ur~nium at;, -che expense o.f t·1e iron. 
' 
At room te'mperature the coa.tln3 ·1ill probably consist 
, of a layer~of u6 Fe~ UFe2, 
5. Zirconium Diffusion Coatings 
Th e · interpretation of a diffusion coating · formed -by the 
diffusion of zirconium into an iron surface at 95ob c. can 
be approximated from t~e iron - zirco~ium equilibrium phase 
(28) 
d~agram (Figure 24·). As zirconium deposits on the ?' -iron 
. 
(28) Metals Handbook.·op. cit., p. 1221. 
· surface it will diffuse into the:iron to form the~ phase 
solid solution. ~Vb.en the composition .of the original inter~ 
face reaches approximately one atorr.j.:c pex•cent zirconium., the 
e phase will commence to form with a large concentration 
jump between the ? and 9 ptie.se.s (l to 84 atomic percent 
zirconium). As further deposit;on and diffusion occur the 
9 phase layer will increase in thickness composition of the 
e phase reaches epproxinat1ely 88 atomic percent zirconium~ 
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at which concentration there will be a concentration jump up 
to 95 atol!lic percent zirconium and the~ phase will commence 
to rorm. As further deposition and diffusion occur the phase't 
will increase in zirconium content and thickness. 
If the speci~en is cooled to room temperature the total 
diffusion layer will pro1:>ably consist of an 0( phase on o< 
iron., a region_ ofct+ E , a thin layer of' E , a re~ion e•6., 
and a layer of~ phase. 
The interpretation of a di£fus1on coating formed by the 
diffusion or zirconium into co~per at 850° c. ca~not be doe 
completely from the copper - zirconium equilibrium phaae dia-
(29) 
sram since 1~ is only partially established lFigure 23). 
(29) Metals Har-dboo~ • .!?2.,:_ cit., p. 1207. 
As zirconium deposits and diffuses into the copper an~ phase 
. 
will be formed. The phenor-ena which occur after this format-
ion cannot be prognosticated. 
If the specimen is cooled to room temperature. the first 
two layers on the copper should be a( and «-.{S. 
B. Interpretation2!_ Data 
From a comparison of the results tabulated in Table 1 for 
tre coating thicknesses obtained on in!;ot iron by the two diff-
erent procedures., one can observe that the coatings obtained 
by procedure l were in general thinner and or poorer quality 
than the contings obtuined by procedure 2. Thls difference can 
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probably be explained by the fact that in procedure 1 more 
oxidation or the coating metals occurred, since they were ex-
posed to the furnace atmosphere at 950°c. until the salt fus&do 
This oxidation probably caused an oxide layer to rorm on the 
surrace of the_ coating metals (and base metals) and thus im-
peded their dissolution and dispersion into the salt bath when 
rused. Consequently, less metal was supplied to the iron sur-
race, with a corresponding decreased coating thickness. 
From a comparison or the results tabulated in Table 1 
ror the coating thicknesses obtained on steel and ingot iron 
by procedure 1, one can obser-r,e that the coatings were thicker 
{except for uranium) on ingot iron than on steel. This phena.-
menon might be explained by the ract that since the coating 
metals used are strong carbide rormers, the carbon in the stee1 
matrix probably difrused to the diffu.aion layer and impeded the 
(30) diffusion process. This ph6nomenon is substantiated by .tn-
(30) Kramer and Harner • .212• .£!1•, p. 416. 
spection of Figure 5. 
In the case of uranium the interpretation or the dif!Us1on 
coating ls comp1icated since, as can be seen from Figure 22, a 
liquid phase forms upon difruaion. The explanation for the 
thicker coating of uranium obtained on the stee1 than the ingot 
iron by procedure 1 can probably be made on tha basis that 
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Procedure Baa& Metal. Approxima.~e Coating Thickness (in. ) 
er. &n. u. zr. 
0.1~ C. Steel 0."0050 0.0004 a ooa 0.0001 
1. Ingot Iron 0.000'25 0.0007 0.001 0.00025 
Copper Badly 
Copper Corroded 
-?lone-
Liquid 
Ingot Iron 0.00150 0.0070 For ation 0.0010 
2.. Distortion 
C!JPper 0.0020 
TABLE l. 
S~ION of CQA'rmG THICKNESSES 
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tha carbon in the s teel impeded the di f'fusi on of' uranium into (vl) 
the iron, since uranium is a strong carbide former. Con~e-
(31) bullens, D. K. Steel and Its Heat (}reatment. Vol II. 
John.Wiley and Sons; Ltd., 1939. p. 458. 
quently, the composition or the coating probably was such t~at 
not very mue,h liquid .t'ort1ed (see Figure 22) and the liquid 
solution remained in situ. Whereas, in the case o~ ingot iron, 
the di£fusion was rapid enough to allow enough liquid to rorm 
so that the liquid solution flowed over the edge of the per-
iphery of the iron slug, thus decreasing the thickness of the 
layer on top. So much liquid was formed by procedure 2 (reac-
tion with spacer wire and slug) that the iron slug was badly 
deforr.1.ed. 
The definite layers manifested by the man~ane~e in Figure 
15 where there is a distinct line of demarcatio~ rollowed by a 
dark region followed by a region terminated by what appears to 
be a line or etch pi ts, which in turn is .follov,ed by the outer 
l~yer can be ~xpluined by the phase dia ram interpretation. 
The inner darK reslon to the left ot the definite line of de-
marcation is probably Cl -t 7, followed by a re Bi on o.f "r, follow-
ed by -an outer region of' ~·~. The resion to the left of the 
definite line of demarcation is probably C(. The cracks in the 
coating are probably due to t~e rapid air cooling following the 
removal of the specimen .from the furnace. 
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\'Vhen the diffusion process results in the formation of a 
new phase, this layer is usually composed of columnar crystals 
with their long axis lying parallel to the direction of srowth. 
(32) Rhines, F. N. op. cit., p. 134. 
This phenomenon was mani£ested in most or the diffusion coat-
ings investigated (Figures 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18). 
Preferential diffusion along grain boundries and in cer-
tain crystallographic directions usually occurs when the tem-
(33) 
peratures of melting and diffusion are widely separated. 
(33) Rhines, F. N. ibid., p. 134. 
This phenomenon was most pronounced in the diffusion or 
.chromiur,\ into iron (Figures 5 1 7, 8, ~3 and 14), but was not 
quite so evident in the ·case of the diffusion or zirconium in-
to iron (Figure 17). 
(32) 
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c. Errors 
The main errors that yzere encountered in the experimen-
t.al. work of this investigstion were: (a) the temperature of 
the f~ace was cortro11ed within 20° c. limits; a tempera-
ture controI withip.. 5< 0 c. l:h.n:J ts v,ou1d be much more desir&b1e 
from the point of predicting the compocition of the diffusion 
coatings from the phase dia&Tams, end (b) the moisture var-
iation of the atmosphere was not taken into account.. 
D. Suggested Further Study 
The main aspect.a of this study which shoul.d be investi- · 
gated are: Ca)· the corrosion resistrnce of the diffusion coat-
ings, (b) the mechanical. properties of the diffusion coatings, 
Cc) the chemica1 colli)osition of the diffusion coatings (X-Ray 
study), (d) the variation of the thickness of the.di.f'fusio11 
coatings with time and temperature, t.o obtain dif~usion co-
efficients, Ce) the effect of different tath compositions, 
(f) the mea.sure:mcnt, if' possib1e, of the size o=t: the coating m 
meta1 particl.es dispersed in the se1t bath, (g) the investigat-
ion of the e1ect.rokinetic properties of the pyroso1s, Qi) the 
effect of varying the distance between the coating meta1 p1ate 
and the base metai, (i) the effect of an inert atmosphere dur-
ing the diffuai.cn process, (j) the deve1opment of eT.chants to 
. . . 
se1ective1y etch the diffusion coatings obtained so the various 
51 
hases can be identi~ied and correlated with the equilibrium 
phases of the phase diagram, and (k) the effect. o~ a11oying 
elements in the base metal on the rate of dif:fusior. 
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·coNCLUSIO}lS 
The process of rorming diffusion coatings of chromium on 
other metals, known comme;rcially as 11 c~~rr..1zinb11 has proved to 
be quite useful for ~be protection of low carbon and alloy steel 
_objects. It was found in this investigation that zirconium and 
manganese diffusion coatings can be produced in a comparable 
manner. Diffusion coatings of these metals could possibly al-
so be quite useful for varied commercial applications, espec-
ially zirconium coatings since it is impossible to electro-
deposit tLis metal from aqueous solutions and very d1ff'icult 
to deposit it from fused salts by electrolytic methods. Zircon-
ium is of' special interest since it possesses the property of 
very good corrosion resistance to most corrosive media. Uran-
ium di~fusion coatings, however, do not appear to be too prom-
ising because of the liquid solution rormation at elevated tam-
pernt.ures. 
An interpretation or the composition of di~fusion coatings 
of chromium, manganese, zirconium, and uranium on.iron or low 
carbon steels can be approximated rrom a consideration of the 
respective equilibrium phase diar.rams. The number of phase pre-
sent at the temperature of diffusion will be governed by the 
,. 
phase rule. Thus, for a binary system at isothermal and iso-
baric conditions, there can be no two phase regions present; 
consequently, there is nepessarily a composition jump between 
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the single phase sol~d solution layers formed. 
It appears from. the results of this investigation that 
dit:tusion coatings of atro1'W" carbide forming elements such as 
• 
chromimn._ manganese, and zirconium on high carbon steel will 
be limited in thickness because ot the carbide layer formation 
in the zone of diffusion (Figure 5); hor,ever~ low crrbon steels~ 
steels in wbi.ch the carbon baa oeen stabilized, or steels ~hich 
have oeen surface decarburized can be successfully treated.to 
obtain a relatively thic~ coating. 
The b:lgh temperature requirement for the formation of 
di~tusion coatings is not necessarily a deleterious aspect. 
When one considers the facility and uniformity ot formation 
ot these coatings~ coupled with the fact that many metals such 
as zirconium cannot be electro-deposited success:tully. the use-
fulness and applicability or diffusion coatings can be greatly 
appreciated. 
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SUMliARY 
The deposition of metal for the forration of chromium, 
manganese, uranium and zirconium diffusion coatings trom rused 
chloride salt baths is probably accomplished by two different 
\ 
processes: (a) a replacement process, and (b) a pyrosol de-
position process. The thicltness and composition of these coat-
ings are apparently dependent upon the rate or diffusion of 
the coating metal into the base metal lattice, and the rate of 
deposition of the coating metal from tho fused salt bath. 
The formation of dif.fusion coatings on metals is not an 
equilibrium. process; however, the composition of these coatings 
can be approximated from the respective equilibrium phase dia-
gr~ms, with consideration or the phase rule. 
The diffusion coatings of ohrorium~ manRanese, uranium, 
and zirconium on iron, and zirconium on copper in this inves-
tigation were produced by two difrerent procedures. The first 
procedure was to take a~ ingot iron~ low carbon steel. o~ copp-
er slug and wire a small square plate of the coating metal to 
it with two parallel spacer wires between them (arrangement 
shown in figure 2). The assembl.age was then placed in a small 
porcelain crucible and packed in pure sodium chloride. The 
c~otib);e was then placed in a :furnace and the salt fused. The 
second procedure was similar except that instead o:r packing the 
asqembla~e in ~he salt before it .was fused~ the salt was first. 
fused in the crucible and ~hen the ... _assemblage was immersed in 
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ir the molten bath. 
The dirfus1on coatings formed on ingot iron by procedure 
l were in general much thinrer than those produced by proce-
dure 2, probably due to an oxide formation on the metals which 
impeded the dissolution and dispersion of the coating metai ~n 
the bath when it was fused. 
The diffusion coatings formed on the low carbon steel by 
procedure l were not uniform in thickness and, in tieneral, very 
poor. The poor quality of these coatings 1s probably due to 
the formation of carbide layers in the diffusion zone which 
thus impeded d1f~us1on. 
The thickne~ses of the diffusion coatings obtained on in-
•, 
so.t iron by chromium., manganese and zirconium by proc~dure 2 
are 0.0015"., 0.007011 ,. and 0.001011 , respectively. The ingot ;iron 
~lug which was coated by uranium was badly distorted as a result 
of a liquid solution formation at the temperature of diffusion. 
,The diffusion coating of zirconium on ingot iron withstood 
attack by 30 percent nitric acid ror a tes_t1ng.per1od of 24 hours. 
The zirconium coating on copper by procedure 2 was approximately 
0.002• ~hick; furthermo~e. i~ possessed rather good physioaL 
properties. 
The diffusion coatings obtained on the ingot iron ana 
copper slugs in this investigation seem to indicate the possible 
CODU:lerc1al appl~cation ot diffusion coatings from fused hal~de 
' . . 
salt baths by immersion. This fact has already been proven in 
the case or chromium,. and is espe tally interes·ting in the case 
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of zirconium since it is seemirgl.y not possi.bl.e to c.leposit. zir-
conium by e1.ectro1ytic methods t.rom aqueous so1ution.s. 
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